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(1)

PROTECTING OUR NATION’S CYBER SPACE:
EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS FOR THE
CYBER CITIZEN

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 2004

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TECHNOLOGY, INFORMATION POLICY,

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS AND THE CENSUS,
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REFORM,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m., in room

2154, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Adam H. Putnam
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Putnam and Clay.
Staff present: Bob Dix, staff director; John Hambel, senior coun-

sel; Dan Daly, professional staff member and deputy counsel; Juli-
ana French, clerk; Suzanne Lightman, fellow; Earley Green, minor-
ity chief clerk; and Jean Gosa, minority assistant clerk.

Mr. PUTNAM. A quorum being present, this hearing of the Sub-
committee on Technology, Information Policy, Intergovernmental
Relations and the Census will come to order. Good afternoon and
welcome to another important hearing on cyber security.

I want to welcome you all today to the hearing entitled ‘‘Protect-
ing our Nation’s Cyber Space: Educational Awareness for the Cyber
Citizen.’’ In the past few years, the growth in access and use of the
Internet, the increase in high-speed connections that are always on,
and the rapid development and deployment of new computing de-
vices has resulted in an expanding global computing network. Al-
though these advances have improved our quality of life, this global
network is susceptible to viruses and worms that can circle the
world in minutes, not to mention the potential of more malicious
cyber attacks. While businesses, educational institutions, and home
users enjoy the benefits of using the Internet, they are often not
adequately informed about the potential dangers that their com-
puter systems face if left vulnerable and unprotected. The good
news is there are solutions and remedies to help mitigate the
threats; the bad news is awareness of these solutions and the prac-
tice of safe Internet use is not far reaching. Attacks are evolving
at a greater speed than preparation.

This hearing will provide an opportunity to learn about the ef-
forts of the Federal Government, trade associations, corporations,
and nonprofits to raise awareness about the importance of cyber se-
curity. Today I want to call on all stakeholders to take immediate
action. All of us have a role and a responsibility to implement basic
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cyber security hygiene in order to reduce the potential
vulnerabilities that could contribute to a successful cyber attack.

As use of the Internet all over the world grows, so do the pres-
ence and ambitions of people with criminal and malicious intent.
Hackers attempt to take over people’s computers to create ways to
send spam, steal information, and launch attacks undetected.
Criminals try to trick unsuspecting cyber citizens to reveal per-
sonal information by impersonating respectable Web sites, a crime
known as ‘‘phishing.’’ Consumers on the Internet may be tricked
into downloading spyware. These programs may be harmless, yet
extremely annoying, such as delivering a continuous stream of pop-
up ads. Or they may be malicious, extracting information such as
passwords and personal information for criminal purposes.

There are existing and emerging protections against these
threats. Cyber citizens can arm themselves with virus protection
software to help stop any potential impact of worms and viruses.
Use of firewalls can help prevent some forms of spyware. Of course,
after the rapid spread and dramatic impact of worms and viruses
this past year, I think we all know the importance of keeping our
systems patched and up to date. Security notices are everywhere
reminding us not to open e-mail from people we do not know, and
not to download programs from unknown sources.

However, many Internet users, consumers, nonprofits, edu-
cational institutions, and businesses do not employ these well-
known protections. They are either unaware of the risks, or un-
aware of the solutions, or both.

User awareness is only part of the problem. Many of the security
problems that users face are rooted in products that were designed
to deliver functionality, often without adequate regard to security.
The manufacturers of both software and hardware products must
accept some responsibility in this area and respond to the growing
demands of the consuming public for improved quality and secu-
rity. This subcommittee has already held hearings on the prolifera-
tion of worms and viruses and on the issue of software assurance.
And I will continue to pursue those issues. But I am heartened by
what I see as signs that the manufacturers are stepping up to the
plate. I see an increased attention to security that seems to go be-
yond merely lip service. Manufacturers of all levels of notoriety are
publicly confirming their commitment to providing consumers with
products that are less ‘‘buggy’’ and more secure.

In an effort to dramatically improve information security
throughout corporate America, I convened a group of 25 leaders
from business organizations, as well as representatives from aca-
demic and institutional communities to form the Corporate Infor-
mation Security Working Group. The intent was to produce a set
of recommendations that could form the basis of an action plan for
improving cyber security for businesses and enterprises of all sizes
and sectors. The group divided into subgroups, one of which was
the Awareness, Education, and Training Subgroup. This subgroup’s
mission was to identify, partner with and build on the good work
of organizations that have or are developing campaigns to raise
awareness on the importance of cyber security. Let me pause and
acknowledge the tremendous work that Commissioner Swindle and
the FTC have been pursuing for some time now. It is my view that
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our collective efforts can make a difference. The Awareness, Edu-
cation, and Training Subgroup reported recommendations for three
categories of users—small businesses, large enterprises, and home
users.

For small businesses, the group suggested creating and distribut-
ing a Small Business Guidebook for Cyber Security that explains
cyber security risks in terms that are readily understood and that
motivate small business owners to take action.

For large enterprises, the Awareness, Education, and Training
Subgroup suggested enhancing distribution of existing documents
for large enterprise managers. Many organizations, including the
Institute for Internal Auditors, the Internet Security Alliance, and
the Business Software Alliance, have done great work in this re-
gard. The group believes these documents deserve greater distribu-
tion and will work with organizations representing large corpora-
tions to find the proper channels for broader dissemination. Fur-
thermore, for large enterprises, the group suggested creating a
guide for information security for C-level executives, such as CEOs,
CFOs, and COOs. A user-friendly guide for C-level executives is
necessary to raise the profile of the information security issue in
terms senior executives can understand. To that end, the group is
currently working with representatives of large business organiza-
tions to see how it might collaborate on and distribute such a
guide.

Finally, the group suggested targeted efforts aimed at the mass
market would help educate home users. The group is seeking to
buildupon existing relationships and forging new partnerships be-
tween organizations, corporations, and the government to help edu-
cate the home user base on cyber security.

One of the other subgroups worked diligently on developing a set
of best practices and guiding principles in information security that
could apply from the most unsophisticated home user to the most
sophisticated enterprise. Those efforts have produced incredible re-
sults, and provided a foundation for the Awareness, Education, and
Training Subgroup to buildupon.

In addition to my Corporate Information Security Work Group,
there are several other organizations, including both public and
private entities, that are working to improve awareness and pro-
vide education to cyber citizens. This includes a broad base of con-
stituent groups, including the education community. Today we will
hear about awareness and education efforts in the K through 12
community, as well as in institutions of higher education. In addi-
tion to these awareness and education efforts, I am pleased to an-
nounce at this hearing two partnerships that the Department of
Homeland Security is undertaking to train information security
and assurance professionals through our Nation’s colleges and uni-
versities. The Department will be partnering with NSA to enhance
the Centers of Academic Excellence in Information Assurance Edu-
cation Program to increase the number of information security pro-
fessionals entering the work force. The Department will also be
partnering with the National Science Foundation on a Scholarship
for Service Program, which provides 2-year scholarships for train-
ing information assurance specialists who in turn make a commit-
ment to work for a Federal civilian agency for 2 years. I look for-
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ward to hearing more about these various initiatives in the testi-
mony today.

I will note that I do have a concern. I worry that if we bombard
our cyber citizens with too many messages from too many sources,
they may become confused and take no action at all. If we are to
begin a national, intensive campaign to educate individuals, and
small and medium businesses on cyber security, we need to have
a collaborative strategy that facilitates the delivery of a clear and
common message about how folks can protect against the threat of
a cyber attack. I look forward to hearing from today’s witnesses
that my concern is being addressed in a proactive and collaborative
manner.

We must maintain the advantages that multiple channels give us
for outreach and we must continue to recognize that one size does
not fit all and that a required level of cyber security hygiene will
vary depending on the profile of the user. Some basic steps are in-
variably common to most users and today we will identify steps
being taken to convey that information. The more voices repeating
the message, the more people are likely to hear it and pay atten-
tion. It would be difficult in my estimation and based on what I
have learned to overstate the importance and timeliness of such an
effort.

I look forward to the testimony of our witnesses and I thank
them for their contribution to the cyber security of our Nation.

Today’s hearing can be viewed live via Web cast by going to re-
form.house.gov and clicking on the link under live committee
broadcast.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Adam H. Putnam follows:]
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Mr. PUTNAM. I would like to welcome the gentleman from Mis-
souri, our ranking member of the subcommittee, Mr. Clay, and rec-
ognize him for his opening remarks.

Mr. Clay.
Mr. CLAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding today’s hearing

on ways we can improve our educational efforts in the realm of
cyber security. I, too, share your concerns and I am hopeful that
our witnesses can share with us different perspectives on effective
methods for reaching our goals.

As our global economy becomes more dependent on the effi-
ciencies associated with the information super-highway, we must
become more aware of the risks and costs associated with such ad-
vanced technology. Although legislating appropriate standards in
rapidly changing technologies is, at best, a reactive approach to
policymaking, we may have few other viable options. The ominous
threat of widespread and well-orchestrated cyber attack would
have severe consequences in both real economic terms and con-
sumer confidence. If efforts to legislate cyber security standards are
to be effective, the prevention of such attacks through outreach,
training, education, and awareness must be central to its mission.

Once again, I believe there are two central components that are
integral to providing adequate computer security for the Federal
Government. First, the management of our agencies’ networks
must become a top priority throughout the government. This ap-
proach should not only include adequate funding for computer se-
curity, but better stewardship of our critical assets and more fre-
quent vulnerability assessments for our investments.

Second, the government must find a way to incorporate minimal
software and hardware security standards into its annual $60 bil-
lion investment in information technology. We must harness the
purchasing power of the Federal Government to demand more
stringent computer security standards from vendors and contrac-
tors at every level of the procurement process.

I want to thank our chairman for his work on improving com-
puter security standards through the Corporate Information Secu-
rity Working Group. It is my hope that his collaborative efforts
with the private sector can bring us closer to achieving what have
been, to this point, elusive goals.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks, and I ask that they
may be inserted into the record. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Wm. Lacy Clay follows:]
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Mr. PUTNAM. Without objection, so ordered.
I will move directly into the oath. As is the custom with this

committee, our witnesses are sworn in.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. PUTNAM. Note for the record that both witnesses responded

in the affirmative.
We will now move into the testimony. I would like to introduce

our first witness, Orson Swindle. Mr. Swindle was sworn in as
Commissioner for the Federal Trade Commission December 18,
1997. In December 2001, Commissioner Swindle was appointed as
head of the U.S. delegation to the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development Experts’ Group to review the 1992
OECD guidelines for the security of information systems. He has
a distinguished military career, and served in the Reagan adminis-
tration from 1981 to 1989 directing financial assistance programs
to economically distressed rural and municipal areas of the coun-
try. As Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Development, he man-
aged the Department of Commerce’s national economic develop-
ment efforts, directing seven offices across the country. He was
State Director of the Farmers Home Administration for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, financing rural housing, community in-
frastructure, businesses, and farming.

We welcome you to the subcommittee, and appreciate your work
in this area. You are recognized for 5 minutes for your oral state-
ment. Your written statements, for both witnesses, will be inserted
into the record. You are recognized.

STATEMENTS OF ORSON SWINDLE, COMMISSIONER, FEDERAL
TRADE COMMISSION; AND AMIT YORAN, DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL CYBER SECURITY DIRECTORATE, DEPARTMENT OF
HOMELAND SECURITY

Mr. SWINDLE. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Clay, and members of the sub-
committee, I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the FTC’s work
on information security. The views expressed in the written state-
ment represent the views of the Federal Trade Commission. My
oral remarks and responses to questions, of course, are my own.
This hearing is most timely and I applaud the chairman for his
leadership on this very vital subject.

Today, maintaining the security of our information systems and
networks is essential to every aspect of our lives. We are all di-
rectly or indirectly linked together by this infrastructure. We bene-
fit enormously from these systems; however, there are
vulnerabilities that threaten the security of and do major harm to
stored information, the flow of information, and the continued via-
bility of the systems themselves.

The FTC has sought to address these vulnerabilities through con-
sumer and business education, stressing the fundamental impor-
tance of good security practices, plus law enforcement actions, and
international cooperation. Safe computing practices by home com-
puter users are especially important in our broadband world. Vi-
ruses, worms, and dial-up service attacks have left a trail of very
costly destruction and, as the chairman mentioned, it could get
worse. To help promote a culture of security, the FTC created an
information security mascot, Dewie the e-Turtle, to educate busi-
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nesses, consumers, and children about the importance of informa-
tion security and the precautions they can take to protect personal
information. The Dewie Web site has registered more than 600,000
visits since its deployment in August 2002. In addition the FTC
had distributed a video news release seen by 1.5 million consumers;
we have distributed 160,000 postcards featuring Dewie; and infor-
mation security was the theme of National Consumer Protection
Week in 2003.

Our Web site contains tips on how to stay safe on line as well
as publications addressing issues related to spam, file sharing,
high-speed Internet access, shopping on line, and identity theft.
The growing problem of phishing is addressed. This is a high-tech
scam that uses spam to deceive consumers into disclosing their
credit card numbers, bank account information, Social Security
numbers, passwords, and other sensitive personal information. This
information and our Web sites are available to Members of Con-
gress for constituent services. Despite our efforts, only about three
dozen Members of the Congress have their Web sites linked to the
FTC Web site. I think we can all do better than this.

The Internet has made us a global community and international
collaboration is important to ensuring information security. The
FTC has played a leading role within the OECD in revising and
implementing its security guidelines, urging a widely publicized
OECD Web site, and aggressively urging member countries to im-
mediately implement the principles of information security. We are
encouraging our global partners to share their experiences with the
international community, including the APEC, the United Nations,
and the TransAtlantic Business and Consumer Dialogues.

The FTC, the Department of Homeland Security, and such orga-
nizations as the newly formed National Cyber Security Partnership
of trade associations, which includes the Chamber of Commerce,
ITAA, TechNet, and BSA, are working individually and together to
enhance consumer and business education. The National Cyber Se-
curity Summit met in December 2003 to implement the National
Strategy to Secure Cyber Space and formed five task forces, includ-
ing one devoted to comprehensive awareness. I am pleased that
Dan Caprio of my staff participated as co-chairman of the aware-
ness task force. That task force issued a report recommending a
number of very concrete proposals to increase consumer awareness,
including a comprehensive cyber awareness campaign to reach con-
sumers through a 3-year national advertising campaign; a partner-
ship with ISPs to educate home users about cyber security issues;
and distribution of a cyber security tool kit through Stay Safe On
Line.

The FTC remains committed to expanding our public-private
partnership and leveraging relationships with consumer groups, in-
dustry, trade associations, other government agencies, and edu-
cators to raise consumer awareness. The Commission has used its
law enforcement authority to address information security issues
using our authority under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act. To date, the Commission’s security cases have been based
on deception. In four separate settlements with companies that col-
lected personal information from consumers, including a settlement
with Tower Records which was announced today, we have alleged
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that the companies made explicit or implicit promises to take ap-
propriate steps to protect consumers’ information. In fact, we found
their security measures to be inadequate. We alleged that Tower
made specific promises to protect personal information provided by
consumers on its Web site, yet failed to take reasonable and appro-
priate steps to detect and prevent against well-known
vulnerabilities. The lesson: When you are making changes, do not
forget to ensure that your security safeguards are in place.

Through these information security enforcement actions, the
Commission has come to recognize several principles that govern
any information security program. First, a company’s security pro-
cedures must be appropriate for the kind of information it collects
and maintains. Second, not all breaches of information security are
violations of the Federal Trade Commission law. Third, there can
be law violations without a known breach in security. And fourth,
good security is an ongoing process of assessing and addressing
risk and vulnerabilities.

The critical reality in our information-based economy is that we
all have a role to play in protecting cyber space. Creating a culture
of security is a journey, it is not a destination, and leadership will
be essential. Thank you for this opportunity to appear here today,
and I look forward to answering your questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Swindle follows:]
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Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you very much Commissioner.
Our next witness is Amit Yoran. Mr. Yoran is the Director of the

National Cyber Security Division of the Department of Homeland
Security. The National Cyber Security Division provides for 24–7
functions, including conducting cyber space analysis, issuing alerts
and warnings, improving information sharing, responding to major
incidents, and aiding in national level recovery efforts. Most re-
cently Mr. Yoran served as the vice president of worldwide man-
aged security services at the Symantec Corp., overseeing 24–7 secu-
rity operation centers delivering security services to hundreds of
companies in over 40 countries around the world. Prior to working
at Symantec, Mr. Yoran founded RipTech, an information security
company. He also served as an officer in the U.S. military as the
vulnerability assessment program director for the U.S. Department
of Defense’s computer emergency response team, and supported se-
curity efforts for the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense.

We welcome you to the subcommittee. You are recognized for 5
minutes.

Mr. YORAN. Good afternoon, Chairman Putnam and distin-
guished members of the subcommittee. My name is Amit Yoran,
and I am Director of the National Cyber Security Division within
the Office of Infrastructure Protection of the Homeland Security’s
Information Analysis and Infrastructure Protection Directorate. I
am pleased to appear before you today to discuss our initiatives ad-
dressing educational awareness for the cyber citizen. We view cyber
awareness as a critical component within our mandate to improve
cyber security. We have implemented measures to reach as many
people as quickly as possible. Education and training are also criti-
cal elements of our strategic initiatives to improve the long term
cyber security posture of our Nation. Education of our cyber com-
munity on the rules of the road is fundamental for enhancing citi-
zen safety in the cyber world.

The National Cyber Security Division was created to serve as the
national focal point for public and private sectors to address cyber
security issues. NCSD is charged with coordinating the implemen-
tation of the National Strategy to Secure Cyber Space. The Depart-
ment works closely with our partners in the Federal Government,
at the State and local level, as well as with the private sector and
academia on a variety of programs and initiatives to protect our in-
formation infrastructure.

On January 28th of this year, the Department of Homeland Se-
curity unveiled the National Cyber Alert System, delivering tar-
geted, timely, and actionable information to Americans to secure
their computer systems. We have already issued several alerts and
a periodic series of best practices and how-to guidance pieces. We
strive to make the information provided understandable to all com-
puter users, both the highly technical and those like my wife, who,
despite her advanced degrees and profession, need this information
presented in plain English. I am pleased to report that Americans
are exhibiting a keen interest in the alert system. And on the day
of the National Cyber Alert System launch we had over 1 million
hits to the US-CERT Web site. Today, more than 250,000 direct
subscribers are receiving National Cyber Alerts to enhance their
cyber security. For your reference and for your constituents, I urge
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you to visit www.us-cert.gov and to encourage you to include a link
to US-CERT on your congressional Web page and recommend your
constituents sign up for the National Cyber Alert System to help
them improve their cyber vigilance and protect our Nation.

We have engaged in many media interactions to provide a voice
of reason in our efforts to improve awareness among the cyber citi-
zenry and also reach as many Americans as possible in the plain
language they can easily understand and act upon. The Depart-
ment of Homeland Security is the sponsor of the National Cyber
Security Alliance and the Stay Safe On Line, a public-private effort
created to educate home users and small businesses on cyber secu-
rity best practices. Each time we turn our clocks ahead and back
to account for Daylight Savings Time we encourage Americans to
review and improve their cyber readiness. I challenge each Member
of Congress to sponsor a cyber security awareness event in your
district on October 31, the next National Cyber Security Day. Al-
though Cyber Security Day is not yet broadly recognized, our con-
tinued and joint efforts will ensure their future success and effec-
tiveness.

In addition to awareness, other key aspects of our strategy are
focused on training and education. Homeland Security is actively
engaged with our intergovernmental partners and is also reaching
out to academic institutions to establish cooperative relationships.
I again cite the two recent accomplishments which you previously
mentioned in this regard.

We have signed on to partner with the National Security Agency
to expand the NSA Center for Academic Excellence in Information
Assurance Education Program to a broader National Centers of
Academic Excellence initiative. The program was established by
the NSA in 1998 to promote higher education in information assur-
ance. Universities designated as centers are eligible for scholar-
ships and grants through both the Federal and Department of De-
fense Information Assurance Scholarship programs. The new, in-
creased scope will accelerate and expand the current program to at-
tain national prominence, attract participation from other univer-
sities, resulting in an increased number of cyber security profes-
sionals for our Nation.

Second, Homeland Security has partnered with the National
Science Foundation on the Scholarship for Service program. This
initiative promotes university level information assurance edu-
cation and places program graduates into the Federal work force.
The Department of Homeland Security has already hired graduates
and we are excited about the capability of these graduates and the
quality of the work force this program is producing.

In addition to these accomplishments, we have identified other
strategic education programs. We are working with the Depart-
ment of Education, EDUCAUSE, and others to develop cyber secu-
rity programs for the K through 12 curriculum in our public
schools. It is imperative that we educate and raise America’s youth
in a culture which fosters prudent cyber security practices and eth-
ics. Our goal is to ensure that all computer users understand the
rules of the road for cyber security and are empowered to stay safe
on line.
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Thank you for opportunity to testify before you today. I would be
pleased to answer any questions that you have at this time.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Yoran follows:]
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Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you, Mr. Yoran. I appreciate your being here
today. You have had an interesting week. I would like to give you
the opportunity to elaborate on the Cyber Alert that you have
issued and if you would give some comment to this subcommittee
on the nature of the vulnerability and the status of efforts to rem-
edy that vulnerability on the Internet routers.

Mr. YORAN. Thank you, Chairman Putnam. The creation of the
National Cyber Alert System allows us to reach out directly to a
large number of operators in cyber space with information targeted
to them on how they can best protect their systems or the systems
which they are responsible for. In a number of recent cases,
vulnerabilities have been brought to our attention which would
cause specific routers to malfunction and become inoperable and
not pass the traffic which they were intended to pass. This vulner-
ability is not information which is actionable to most home users,
but certainly through our targeted delivery mechanism we can
reach out to the cyber security community and provide this infor-
mation to them. The detail and accuracy of the information allow
the Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Govern-
ment to work closely and cooperatively with the private sector. In
an alert we issued late last night, we worked closely with Cisco,
who proved to be a valuable partner to the Department of Home-
land Security and the Nation in being very forthright about a vul-
nerability which was brought to their attention in their close work-
ing relationship with the US-CERT and the Department of Home-
land Security, and, perhaps most importantly, with their cus-
tomers, to assure that Internet backbone services and routers were
adequately protected in an expeditious fashion.

Mr. PUTNAM. Why was it the British Government who revealed
the vulnerability and not the Department of Homeland Security in
our own country?

Mr. YORAN. I will not comment on the logic behind the British
Government releasing this vulnerability on their specific timeline.
Given the availability of that information, it was important for the
Department of Homeland Security, working with Cisco and key
Internet service providers, to put out and make as broadly avail-
able as possible some technical information with an appropriate
level of detail so that folks knew how best to protect themselves.
I am happy to report that while this is a significant vulnerability,
those warnings were rapidly heeded by much of the backbone com-
munity and the likelihood of significant Internet disruption as a re-
sult of this vulnerability has been minimized.

Mr. PUTNAM. My understanding is, and correct me if I am wrong,
that the potential for this vulnerability has been known for some
time; it was not known that anyone could exploit it. Is that the
case? And if so, how long has your office been aware of the exist-
ence of this potential vulnerability? And the followup would be, are
there others that until now people have thought were not exploit-
able that we should be addressing and that people should be aware
of?

Mr. YORAN. Chairman Putnam, I would welcome the opportunity
to brief you in a smaller forum, a more confidential venue on some
of the pre-public announcement activities and coordination on what
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information was released and which communities we worked with
to best serve the public interest and protect the Nation.

In terms of specific exploit code, in terms of specific
vulnerabilities which were known about and have recently had ex-
ploit code developed, there have been a series of vulnerabilities dis-
covered over the past 24 hours. In fact, two alerts have been issued
on very similar topics over the past 24 hours. One of those alerts,
the one dealing with the border gateway protocol, the more com-
monly adopted best practices approach to router management
would significantly mitigate the risk and exposure an organization
would experience, again highlighting the need for best practices
and best practice guidance such as your working group produced
and is available from NIST and from many of the vendors.

For the second of the recent vulnerabilities discovered, it is in
fact a new vulnerability discovered in a specific vendor’s implemen-
tation of the Simple Network Management Protocol.

Mr. PUTNAM. I think that Mr. Clay and I both would appreciate
the opportunity to discuss other issues in the appropriate forum
and setting. But for the purposes of this hearing, let me just ask,
is security enhanced by a fundamental shift from the Internet to
IP–6?

Mr. YORAN. Mr. Chairman, there are some very promising char-
acteristics of IP version 6 which have security enhancing capability
which have significant impact on how the Nation or the infrastruc-
tures might defend against some of the threats we face today.
Many attack techniques which deal with exhaustive searching of
Internet addresses, looking for vulnerabilities are much less prac-
tical in an IP v. 6-type of environment. Through a number of ef-
forts within the Department of Homeland Security’s Science and
Technology Directorate, we are investing in a better understanding
of IP v. 6’s effect on Internet security. The Department of Com-
merce has a very active effort in understanding the implications of
IP v. 6 and the adoption of IP v. 6 from a security perspective. It
is important, however, to also recognize that many of the
vulnerabilities which exist and many of the attack techniques
which exist are not going to go away with the increased adoption
of this new protocol.

Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you. I appreciate that very much. We will
return to the theme of the day.

Commissioner Swindle, the evidence clearly indicates that com-
puter users of all levels of sophistication are potential victims of
worms and viruses and denial of service attacks. Who are the tar-
get audiences of the efforts by the FTC and, in Mr. Yoran’s case,
the cyber security division to address improvements in cyber secu-
rity? I assume that the cyber turtle is not speaking to large enter-
prises. But in general, as you prioritize your audience, who is at
the top of the list?

Mr. SWINDLE. Mr. Chairman, the cyber turtle is actually a very
sophisticated creature. He is handsome and he is affable and he
was modeled after me, so let us be careful how we talk about him.
[Laughter.]

Mr. PUTNAM. Mr. Clay and I would like to meet him. Can we call
him as a witness? [Laughter.]
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Mr. SWINDLE. The FTC has traditionally been involved with con-
sumer protection matters and consumer education is a large aspect
of how we go about doing our business, both from the antitrust side
as well as the consumer protection side. It is all to enhance con-
sumer welfare. We have a tremendous amount of experience in con-
sumer education and our efforts with Dewie the e-Turtle have been
addressed primarily to consumers and small businesses. However,
in the process of finding better ways to communicate with consum-
ers, we deal with industry associations and large businesses on a
constant basis and have established some rather good relationships
with these companies, seeking a better understanding of the prob-
lems, seeking their advice on how they market to their customers,
and we learn together from each other’s experiences. So, it is a
rather comprehensive approach to educating the consumer.

The target primarily is the broad base. If you can imagine a tri-
angle of people concerned with computer and information systems
security, the broad base of the triangle would be 250 million con-
sumers here in the United States, and then we can multiply by all
the people in the world who are also involved in this. Then we get
up to higher levels of corporate involvement, lower levels of small
business involvement, but yet the base is broad and the triangle
narrows as you go higher. So our focus is on the broad base con-
sumers, and we work closely with industry, small businesses, and
associations to try to convey our message.

Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you. We look forward to Dewie joining the
great pantheon of other public servant characters like Woodsie the
Owl, Smokey the Bear, and McGruff the Crime Dog.

Mr. SWINDLE. That was the motivation behind my asking three
bright young people, I said ‘‘I want a Smokey the Bear to be our
spokesperson.’’ and they came up with Dewie. And it has been fair-
ly successful.

Mr. PUTNAM. Well, good.
Mr. SWINDLE. At the Federal Trade Commission, while we have

the potential and expertise to do a lot of consumer education, we
are a relatively small agency. We’ve got Dewie launched, and we
are hoping that industry will pick it up and expand it. And it has
expanded. We have Dewie appearing in schools and on television
and with industries, and we have many industries and associations
of industries linked to our Web site in which you will see the pres-
ence of Dewie on each one of those, as well as the OECD, for that
matter, in the international world. They are still trying to figure
him out over in Germany, but they will get there.

Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you, Commissioner. At this time, I would
like to yield to Mr. Clay for his first round of questions.

Mr. Clay.
Mr. CLAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate it.
Mr. Yoran, welcome to the committee. Can you describe for me

the procedures that are in place to work with the private sector in
circumstances that DHS advisories or warnings are necessary? For
example, did the Department of Homeland Security collaborate ef-
fectively with Microsoft and the anti-virus companies during the re-
cent wave of cyber attacks?

Mr. YORAN. Thank you, Congressman Clay. The Department of
Homeland Security, through the efforts of the U.S. Computer
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Emergency Readiness Team, have several venues and interaction
points with which we are working with many entities in both the
public and private sector. In many cases, before issuing a specific
alert, in cases such as the recent Cisco alert which was published,
in cases like recent viruses alerts and vulnerabilities in specific
vendor operating systems such as MicroSoft, we have worked with
and collaborated with those companies to assure that the informa-
tion which we are providing is, in fact, technically accurate and
that we are adequately providing enough information in an action-
able fashion so that the public can work with the vendors providing
those specific software packages on how they can best protect
themselves. Further, our collaboration with the private sector ex-
tends beyond the vendor community and into the critical infra-
structure owner-operator community, working closely with numer-
ous ISACs, numerous industry associations, other information
sharing organizations, and cyber security professionals and experts
in the private sector to help them best assess the impact of these
vulnerabilities on their specific industries.

Mr. CLAY. An extensive network of consulting going on there.
Mr. YORAN. Yes, sir. There exists an extensive network and nu-

merous interaction points which we are continually refining and
expanding upon in a series of public-private partnerships.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you. In creating the Homeland Security De-
partment, Congress moved the Federal Computer Response Team
from GSA to Homeland Security. Has this move contributed in a
positive manner in the ways in which DHS now responds to cyber
attacks? Did anyone leave the agency rather than move, as we saw
with some other agencies?

Mr. YORAN. Well, sir, I could not provide details at this point as
to whether anyone moved or not. I can certainly assure you that
a number of highly qualified experts came into the Department of
Homeland Security with the transition of the Fed-CERT capability
and that Fed-CERT is very active in helping the Federal Govern-
ment understand, address, and respond to vulnerabilities and mali-
cious activities as they are discovered and as they occur. Earlier
this morning, in fact, the Fed-CERT, Larry Hale, who is the Assist-
ant Director of the US-CERT and the Director of Fed-CERT, con-
ducted a conference call with OMB, under the leadership of Karen
Evans, and the entire CIO council, we had representation there
from the US-CERT, we had representation from Cisco, to help pro-
vide specific detail on the recent vulnerabilities, as, again, an illus-
tration of how that Fed-CERT capability has translated into rapid
capability for the Department of Homeland Security in addressing
cyber security threats. We additionally conducted coordination ac-
tivity with the chief information security officers of the Federal
Government over the past 24 hours with respect to this specific
vulnerability.

Mr. CLAY. OK. Thank you for that response.
Mr. Swindle, from a business perspective, do you view the soft-

ware security industry as competitive and cutting-edge, or are
there limited participants that may impact the availability of prod-
ucts or the cost of these products? How do you view the industry
as far as from a business perspective?
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Mr. SWINDLE. If I understand the question correctly, Mr. Clay,
there is no doubt in my mind that we have very competitive compa-
nies out there attempting to come up with better and better and
more acceptable, I mean that from the standpoint of consumer ac-
ceptability, products. As Chairman Putnam mentioned earlier, we
have gone through this evolutionary process of getting into this
world of cyber space and companies raced out, competitively, I
might add, to try to acquire customer base, they had bells and
whistles galore. Not many people were thinking too much about se-
curity or privacy for that matter, which has been a major concern
of the Federal Trade Commission over the past few years. I think
today, certainly on the privacy matter, these competitive companies
are paying attention to it, and now I think they are focusing on se-
curity, and we are seeing better and better products from a secu-
rity standpoint.

I think we will eventually see an evolution, and I think this is
driven by the capacity of technology to accommodate it. I mean, ev-
erybody sort of knows what we want to do, getting the technology
that will do it economically is another question. We are seeing us
progress to a point where more and more computers, especially
home computers, the personal devices that the masses of people
use, will have baked into them more and more security and privacy
attributes that will hopefully take some of the necessary action
away from the user and make it automatic. I guess probably the
best analogy I have found throughout this whole discussion has
been the automobile. I can remember and I guess, I am looking
around the room here, I may be the only one in here that can re-
member the way automobiles were back in the early 1950’s. There
were an awful lot of things we had to do then that we do not even
know exist today. So I think we will see this industry progress that
way. We have tremendous private sector companies trying to do
good work, and they are working very hard at it.

Mr. CLAY. I thank you for that response. One other question.
From your perspective, are there additional measures that the Fed-
eral Government ought to pursue to strengthen security measures
taken by those in private industry? And are there economic-based
computer security hygiene standards or other mechanisms in the
marketplace?

Mr. SWINDLE. I think the answer to that question is multifaceted.
It is going to take all of us working on it. It is going to take legisla-
tive pressure, it is going to take regulatory pressure, it is going to
take competition pressure. As I said, we all got out front providing
bells and whistles and nobody thought about security. Now, the
company that gets ahead of its competition is one that is providing
good security. So I think all these forces together are going to play
a role. I think the chairman’s program with the private sector and
the initiatives he has taken are good. He has sort of waived the
flag of regulation or some new law, and it is just amazing how that
inspires people to get moving.

Mr. CLAY. To get together, right.
Mr. SWINDLE. And I do the same thing. I say either you do it—

it is like the old Fram oil filter commercial where the guy holds it
up and says either you buy one of these now or I will see you over
here, and there is a smoldering engine over here. So, legislation
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alone will not solve this problem. It is moving too fast. By the time
the Congress enacts legislation, that problem has come and gone
and we have a new one. I just do not think legislation alone is a
solution. But I do think we progress if we are all pushing each
other, challenging each other, and we continue this dialog in search
of the right answer—because we all have a stake in this. We all
have a selfish interest in getting it right because we are going to
pay the price either as a home user whose computer which costs
$700 got a virus and destroyed it, he has an interest in it, as well
as Microsoft and AOL and all these other big guys, and the Federal
Government. So we all have to work on this and push.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you for your response, Mr. Swindle.
Mr. SWINDLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you, Mr. Clay. Before I get back into some

more questions, I would like to introduce Matthew Jaunce, from
Laughton-Childs Middle School in Lakeland, FL, who has a class
assignment of shadowing a member of the community, hopefully a
productive member of the community, unfortunately, he chose to
shadow a Congressman. But Matthew, wave your hand, and wel-
come to Washington.

[Applause.]
Mr. PUTNAM. Commissioner Swindle, is there an estimate on the

amount of economic impact or harm that has been done through
phishing, phishing with a P?

Mr. SWINDLE. P-H.
Mr. PUTNAM. Phishing with a P-H.
Mr. SWINDLE. I struggle with that also. I do not know, Mr. Chair-

man, if we have an accurate quantitative assessment of how much
of a problem it is. But we know that identity theft is very large.
I think we did a survey here recently, I think it was last Septem-
ber, in which it is estimated, if I remember correctly something on
the order of 27 million people over the past 5 years have had some
unfortunate engagement with identity theft. As you certainly know,
and as I mentioned earlier, phishing is a process whereby people
are tricked into giving vital information such as their names and
their Social Security numbers. Those two items alone can lead to
an awful lot of mischief on the part of bad guys because they can
use those two pieces of information to get credit cards, and by the
time you catch them, your credit report has been done such dam-
age it will take you years to get over it. These are serious problems
and phishing is expanding.

There are lots of different things that could help curtail it. But
I still contend the one thing that will help most is individual re-
sponsibility. And for people to be responsible and protect them-
selves they have to know what is happening. And that is a part of
our consumer education program, to let people know the kinds of
bad things that go on. We are seeing good signs. There is a com-
mercial running on at least cable networks, because that is about
all I get a chance to look at, advertising, if I remember correctly,
a shredder. It shows a guy rummaging through a trash can, and
he finds some stuff, puts it in his pocket, and the owner of the
trash can drives up. It is late in the evening, and the guy who is
rummaging through the trash can says, ‘‘Hi, Tom’’ or something to
that effect, as if he knew this guy, and the guy has a puzzled look
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on his face. So much of this information does come from trash cans
and mishandled information, carelessly handled information.

So the problem of phishing, I cannot give you quantitative num-
bers on it, but I can assure you it is growing. The damage caused
by bits and pieces of personal information falling into the wrong
hands either by people losing it, which tends to be the dominant
way, or somebody stealing it through the technology of computers
is major. Very large.

Mr. PUTNAM. As a corollary to that, has any action been taken
to prevent the deliberate construction of Web sites that prey on
people’s misspellings and particularly target children, a common
misspelling of Britney Spears would lead you into a pornographic
site, or, the most common one, whitehouse.com instead of
whitehouse.gov. I know that is not exactly a cyber security issue,
but since we are talking about protecting the home user, that cer-
tainly is an important piece. Has anything been done on that
where they deliberately construct a Web site to lure children into
these sites?

Mr. SWINDLE. We have had a couple of cases which go back a
couple of years. One we refer to as ‘‘Fat Finger Dialing,’’ or some-
thing of that nature. But we have taken some action against people
who do these kinds of things. Again, it is a large world out there.
I do not recall many complaints of recent times about that because
I frankly think people are sort of savvy to this and pick up on it.
But it is certainly out there, and it is another pitfall that people
can fall prey to.

Mr. PUTNAM. Sure. Mr. Yoran, what has been the impact of cur-
rent and recent legislative initiatives such as Graham-Leach-Bliley,
HIPPA, and Sarbanes-Oxley on improving information security, not
just for the regulated sectors but throughout corporate America?

Mr. YORAN. Chairman Putnam, some of the corollary effects of
both existing legislation and some of the proposed legislation is an
increased visibility of cyber security issues, an increased awareness
in the private sector of their responsibilities, and an increased
focus on execution of cyber security practices in the private sector.

I will also add, given the opportunity, to some of the comments
Commissioner Swindle made earlier in terms of cyber crime. I cer-
tainly commend the Department of Justice’s focus in the protection
of children and going after child pornography, and also commend
various efforts in the private sector to help curtail this type of ac-
tivity, specifically America OnLine and other organizations which
are providing an infrastructure and a much safer environment for
America’s youth in terms of their cyber security and their exposure
to some of these threats.

Mr. PUTNAM. What steps has your division taken to motivate the
private sector to report intrusion incidents, and how is that infor-
mation protected so as not to produce a competitive disadvantage
for those people who are doing the right thing and coming forward
with that information?

Mr. YORAN. There are a number of initiatives underway to help
encourage collaboration with the private sector, one component of
which is the reporting of incidents. Certainly, in our technical
alerts and in delivering technical information and assistance, guid-
ance to the private sector is one form of activity underway which
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encourages and has resulted already in the private sector’s willing-
ness to discuss cyber security issues with the Department of Home-
land Security and we are confident that will continue. Additionally,
sharing the increased practices around information sharing not
only within the public sector, but from the public sector to the pri-
vate sector have encouraged increased collaboration with the pri-
vate sector. Again, I will cite two recent interactions with Cisco as
the US-CERT and Cisco’s willingness to be very forthright with us
and use us as one mechanism for their outreach to their customers
and the set of people who may be affected by recent vulnerability
discoveries.

Mr. PUTNAM. Commissioner Swindle, do you believe that some of
the recent legislation like HIPPA, and Graham-Leach-Bliley, and
Sarbanes-Oxley have aided in improving information security
throughout corporate America?

Mr. SWINDLE. In a word, yes. I think again back to that pressure,
and I think it has brought a greater awareness among corporate
America, and the consumers, and vendors, and clients and cus-
tomers that this is serious business. And while some of it may be
an enormous burden, as oftentimes legislation tends to be, we have
to keep working to minimize those burdens while at the same time,
where it is possible through legislation, put in place measures that
will improve the circumstances.

I think getting corporate America’s leadership focused on this,
getting boards of directors focused on this, on why it is important,
and the bottom line is why it is important for most of those people,
that will help us create this culture of security that I mentioned.
I do not know of a better way that we can solve this problem or
at least minimize this problem. I do not know that we will ever
solve the problem because technology is moving too much, but
when concerns about information security and privacy of customers
and clients and the information that pertains to them becomes part
of a corporate culture, it will be the way we do things as opposed
to something we have to do. I think in this new world in which we
are living, knowing that is what we should be responsible for doing,
that this is what we ought to do for the benefit of the corporation
ought to be a part of that company’s culture. It is the establishing
through audit and other means of how the company does business
and certifying the ethics, the morality, if you will, the proper proce-
dures that they use for their corporation.

I think that is just a part of the new world that we live in. And
more and more corporate leadership is realizing this and they will
adopt it because I think they represent responsible companies that
want to do well. I think they are going to have to do these kinds
of things to do well. I would hope they would do it of their own ini-
tiative as opposed to having to have a law that says you have to
do this. This is common sense. It is the right thing to do.

Mr. PUTNAM. What is the role of the ISP community in serving
as a communications channel to computer users about computer se-
curity hygiene and cyber ethics?

Mr. SWINDLE. I think they have a large responsibility in this and,
as I mentioned I think in my oral testimony, a part of the recent
task force on comprehensive awareness, one of the features of it,
initiatives of it would be to have the ISPs engage in a lot of con-
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sumer education. The ISPs have two big problems. One is all this
stuff flooding in on top of it which is consuming its resources, caus-
ing it great expense. And on the other side of that, the ISPs push,
and e-mail comes to mind right away because that is what most
consumers are engaged in and that is where an awful lot of this
mischief goes on, the nuisances go right out to consumers. The
ISPs I think have made remarkable progress, certainly the major
ones, and I am sure some of the smaller ones have done so also,
over the past couple of years in providing their subscribers with
great tools. I use one of the major ISPs, and I was beating them
up rather severely a couple of years ago and now with their system
I rarely see any spam. I can go see the spam if I want to, but I
do not have to engage it at all. They are doing good work. They
are providing the tools.

What I think the biggest challenge is is getting the point across
to consumers, users, home users, this wide base, the necessity that
they do certain things. It is sort of like changing the oil in your car.
We can build the finest car in the world, but if you do not change
the oil in it, it will not be the finest very long because it is going
to have problems. I think we need to make this idea of information
security as much a part of our mindset as changing the oil in the
car, making sure the brake pads are in good shape, or, even more
simply, looking to the left and right when you cross the street.
There is a role, as we have both said, for everyone to play here.
I just think we have to convey that message to everyone that they
have to play this role.

Mr. PUTNAM. Mr. Yoran, the role of the ISP community?
Mr. YORAN. Thank you, Chairman Putnam. Similar to Commis-

sioner Swindle’s comments, I believe we need a common respon-
sibility framework, certainly looking at and pointing to responsibil-
ities and action which ISPs can take up, and many of them are tak-
ing up, is one venue for progress. But, similarly, the consumers and
the users of technology need to adapt better practices. They need
to place greater emphasis on their cyber security and cyber security
preparedness. The produce vendors and the software community
need to adopt better software development practices and take up
the responsibility to do that, to make cyber security more under-
standable. If you were not thrown off by all the technical jargon re-
quired to explain some of the vulnerabilities of the past 24 hours,
you are in a small minority. Cyber security is too complex in to-
day’s environment.

There is a clear role for educators to improve cyber security
awareness, ethics, and make more available cyber security courses
and information so that we can better train a cadre of cyber secu-
rity professionals. And there is a significant role for industry to
play in their information sharing and analysis centers and in the
operator community to address with a unified front cyber security
challenges facing their industries.

Mr. PUTNAM. Commissioner, what is the role of the law enforce-
ment community here? Are they doing an adequate job in prosecut-
ing hackers and people who are using spam and using spyware and
using phishing techniques illegally to defraud people, and are they
doing an adequate job of educating the public about the penalties
for engaging in that type of conduct?
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Mr. SWINDLE. I will answer the last question first, whether they
are doing a great enough job of educating the public as to the pen-
alties they might suffer. I think we are hampered in this business
of technology by the inability sometimes to find the bad guys. Cer-
tainly, we at the Federal Trade Commission have pressed cases
over the past several years in which large corporations have been
called to task for some of their negligence and carelessness in how
they protect information, and they pay prices in a civil sense, not
a criminal sense. They are put under order to not do this again.
In several cases that I mentioned in my written testimony, a couple
of the companies have at least a 20 year love affair to endure with
the Federal Trade Commission because they have to do audits and
report to us.

As far as the criminals go, I know the spam issue is something
that everybody is familiar with. Finding the perpetrators of spam
is a very difficult process. We are doing a number of investigations
in the Federal Trade Commission, and we are going to have some
results. But oftentimes, as we have said previously in testimony,
when we get to the end of the trail and find the bad guys, there
is nothing for us really to get other than put him out of business.
And for every one of those you put out of business, there is another
one that pops up.

I think we do a pretty darn good job of law enforcement under
the laws that we have. I would not advocate for more laws other
than what has been passed here in the Can Spam Act. We are look-
ing at the requirements of that act trying to figure out how we suc-
cessfully employ the requirements of it. We are getting lots of input
from industry, from consumer groups, from privacy advocates, from
all sorts of people, to help us formulate the best possible way we
can enforce the law.

Part of our education effort is to work with law enforcement
agencies. In the past year or so, we visited I think it is at least 10
cities speaking to law enforcement personnel telling them about
identity theft, because it is singularly, if I remember correctly, the
largest complaint we get, trying to help them help consumers and
victims. And, we put out a lot of education materials to try to help
consumers who have been victims to work their way out of some
of the problems that are created.

So, there is a large effort going on. Unfortunately, it is a target
rich environment, and it is difficult to get to everyone.

Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you very much. Commissioner, I know you
have another engagement that you need to attend to. Before we
conclude, if you would give us the top three things that the home
user should do to make their systems more secure.

Mr. SWINDLE. Think. Always think. You know, as I mentioned,
the ISPs in the last couple of years I think have done a good job
and what they have given you is a good spam blocker, they have
provided prompted updates of virus protections and firewall protec-
tions. If the average consumer, home user would employ a virus
program, employ a firewall, keep those up to date, use a spam
blocker to narrow down how much garbage comes in your com-
puter, and be careful about how you open e-mail and things of this
nature, you could avoid a lot of grief because a lot of these really
bad acts come through, believe it or not, the simple feat of sending
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an e-mail. It can do a lot of destruction. And employing these sim-
ple steps is not a difficult thing to do.

Again, it is back to making everybody aware. And we would so-
licit the help of industry, as we are doing, and we would certainly
ask that Congress call on us. We will make materials available. I
would like to see, as sort of a goal for all of us, see every Member
of Congress have a link to the Federal Trade Commissionsite as
well as the sites that I think you mentioned earlier that industry
has identified. There is so much good information out there about
how to be safer. And that is what we have to achieve—safe comput-
ing. And I thank you very much for this opportunity.

Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you very much, Commissioner.
Mr. Yoran, top three things home users can do to make their sys-

tems more secure?
Mr. YORAN. I would agree that the top one is think. Many of the

mistakes which are made could be easily avoided by folks taking
a moment to reflect before opening attachments from folks they
have not received e-mail from or from which they are not expecting
e-mail. I would encourage folks to subscribe to the National Cyber
Alert System to receive tips and information on how they can pro-
tect themselves from online scams, phishing, and a wide variety of
activities. And to also learn more through participation in many of
the Stay Safe On Line initiatives. Certainly, if turtles can be teen-
age mutant ninja and martial arts experts, they can help America
better protect our cyber citizens.

Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you very much. I thank the entire first
panel. And with that, I will dismiss panel I and we will go into re-
cess momentarily as we set up for panel II.

The subcommittee is in recess.
[Recess.]
Mr. PUTNAM. The subcommittee will convene.
I would like to ask the second panel to rise and raise your right

hand for the administration of the oath.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. PUTNAM. Note for the record that all the witnesses re-

sponded in the affirmative and have their official souvenir photo of
being sworn in.

We will move directly to the testimony. Our first witness is Larry
Clinton. Mr. Clinton is currently the deputy executive director and
chief of staff of the Internet Security Alliance, a collaboration be-
tween the CERT/cc at Carnegie Mellon University and one of the
Nation’s largest trade groups, the 1,200 member company Elec-
tronic Industries Alliance. This past year Mr. Clinton has served
as the private sector coordinator of the Corporate Information Se-
curity Working Group on Market Incentives for Improved Cyber
Security. Prior to coming to ISAlliance last year, Mr. Clinton was
with U.S. Telecom Association for 12 years including the last 6 as
vice president.

We welcome you to the subcommittee. You are recognized for 5
minutes.
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STATEMENTS OF LARRY CLINTON, CHIEF OPERATING OFFI-
CER, INTERNET SECURITY ALLIANCE; ANDREW HOWELL,
VICE PRESIDENT, HOMELAND SECURITY, U.S. CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE; RODNEY PETERSEN, SECURITY TASK FORCE
COORDINATOR, EDUCAUSE; AND DOUGLAS SABO, MEMBER,
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, NATIONAL CYBER SECURITY ALLI-
ANCE
Mr. CLINTON. ‘‘I am very busy. Do I really need to read this?’’

That, Mr. Chairman, is the first line of the ‘‘Common Sense Guide
to Cyber Security for Small Businesses’’ which the Internet Secu-
rity Alliance released on its Web site earlier this month.

We decided to begin our publication in this unusual way because
during the market research we did preparing the document we
learned a critical fact. That is, that education is far more than sim-
ply raising awareness or disseminating information. Education, re-
sulting in behavior change, requires motivation.

The Internet Security Alliance is a collaboration between the
CERT/cc at Carnegie Mellon University and the Electronic Indus-
tries Alliance. We are an international organization with member-
ship on four continents and a wide variety of economic sectors, in-
cluding banking, insurance, entertainment, traditional manufactur-
ing, as well as telecommunications, security, and consumer food
products. The ISAlliance runs an intensive information sharing
program with the CERT/cc and we have taken this information and
from it produced a series of best practice guides which are provided
free of charge on our Web site.

In December of last year, the ISAlliance was asked by the Na-
tional Cyber Security Summit to produce a best practices docu-
ment, this time targeted to small business users. Small businesses
are particularly vulnerable to cyber attack. One out of every three
small businesses was affected by the MyDoom virus, fully twice the
number of larger businesses. Obviously, larger organizations have
more to lose in terms of absolute dollars; however, smaller margins
that smaller businesses operate under vastly magnify the impact
an attack can have on a small business.

Despite the need, there is very little help being offered to this
community. The very first conclusion reached by the Best Practices
task force you formed, Mr. Chairman, on the Corporation Informa-
tion Security Working Group, was that available IS guidance as a
whole is not readily scalable to meet the varying needs of large,
mid-size, and small organizations.

We decided to approach this project in a market-driven way and
asked the target audience what they needed to know and how we
could best motivate them. We coordinated with the National Asso-
ciation of Manufacturers, the National Federation of Independent
Businesses, and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Each of these or-
ganizations agreed to gather for us a group of their membership
and we conducted 10 focus groups, involving nearly 100 actual
small businesses, to discuss their cyber security needs.

We learned that small businesses are aware of the potential im-
pact of cyber attacks but they are also aware of the costs both in
time and money to constantly keep up with the ever evolving
threats and vulnerabilities. Attempting to address the needs of
small businesses and cyber security without realistically address-
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ing the costs of their full participation is shortsighted and will ulti-
mately be ineffective.

Having been educated by our audience, we produced a document
that I believe looks unlike any other in the field. To speak to the
small business owner’s needs, we provided a real list of cast studies
drawn from the media, the FBI Web site, and reported directly to
us during our research. These are actual cases of small manufac-
turers, contractors, credit unions, hotels, diners, limo services, law
firms, accountants, and venture capitalists, all of whom have had
their businesses severely hurt by cyber attacks. They describe a
wide variety of situations we believe the typical small business
owner can relate to. We then outlined a 12-step program of cyber
security specifically for small businesses including why they need
to take the step, how to get started, who needs to be involved, the
degree of technical skill required, and, specifically, the cost in-
volved.

However, more important than the product we produced is what
we learned while we were producing it. For too long, cyber security
has been thought of as an IT problem with an IT solution. While
obviously there are technology elements to cyber security, it is also
a management problem, it is an economic problem, and it is a cul-
tural problem. And to adequately address the need, we need to lis-
ten to the IT people of course, but also the users, the educators,
the marketers, and the economists. We need a broad, market-cen-
tered, incentive-laden approach to the issue, rather than a narrow,
techno-centered dogmatic approach.

We learned again that to achieve long term behavior change,
which is the goal of education, we need to do more than simply
share information. You noted it yourself, Mr. Chairman, in the let-
ter you sent inviting us to today’s hearing. You said, for example,
the Blaster worm infected over 400,000 computers worldwide in
less than 5 days, despite the fact that the patch that would have
prevented the infection had been available for over a month. The
information was there, Mr. Chairman, but the necessary incentives
to use it were not. Speaking as a former teacher, who is married
to an elementary school teacher with two small children in school,
I can assure you that education takes more than providing infor-
mation. Some students are motivated by praise, some by pride in
good grades, some by the prospect of tangible rewards. Few are mo-
tivated by threats. Computer users are no different. Creative think-
ing needs to be done on the issue of incentives.

ISAlliance is taking the lead on this issue. In the first quarter
of 2003, we signed an agreement with AIG, the world’s largest pro-
vider of cyber insurance. Under this agreement, AIG will provide
premium credits, where permitted, of up to 15 percent for compa-
nies who will join the Alliance and subscribe to our best practices.
We believe this is the first operating program which specifically
ties a widely independently endorsed set of cyber security best
practices specifically to directly lower business cost. I understand
that today we are here to discuss straightforward the issues of edu-
cation. But I would urge the Chair to consider another hearing
soon to discuss the complex issues of developing a market incentive
program to compliment the educational initiatives.
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I must thank you and your staff, particularly Mr. Dixon, Mr.
Chairman, for the leadership you have shown in this regard. Thank
you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Clinton follows:]
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Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you, Mr. Clinton.
Our next witness is Andrew Howell. Mr. Howell is the vice presi-

dent of Homeland Security for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the
world’s largest business federation. As such, he is the organiza-
tion’s principal spokesman on homeland security issues and respon-
sible for building and maintaining relationships with the adminis-
tration and regulatory agency leaders. He is also responsible for de-
veloping the organization’s overall homeland security policy strat-
egy and ensuring that it is implemented. Prior to his current posi-
tion, Mr. Howell served as senior vice president of the National
Chamber Foundation, a public policy research arm of the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce.

Welcome to the subcommittee. You are recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. HOWELL. Thank you and good afternoon, Chairman Putnam,

Congressman Clay. My name is Andrew Howell. I am vice presi-
dent of homeland security for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. The
Chamber is the world’s largest business federation representing
more than 3 million businesses and organizations of every size, sec-
tor, and region.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to discuss the Cham-
ber’s cyber security awareness efforts with you all. Also, Mr. Chair-
man, I would like to thank you for your leadership on this issue,
and for recognizing the importance of enhancing awareness of
cyber security among the public and private sectors.

‘‘The National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace,’’ released in Feb-
ruary 2003, called for a comprehensive, national awareness pro-
gram to empower all Americans—businesses, the general work
force, and the general population—to secure their own parts of
cyberspace. This strategy asserts that everyone who uses the Inter-
net has a responsibility to secure the portion of cyberspace that
they control.

The Chamber supports this view. It is the responsibility of a per-
son using a product to know how to use that product safely. How-
ever, we do not believe that raising awareness is the only step in
our journey to enhancing cyber security. Instead, it is one very im-
portant leg in this trip. Enhancing cyber security requires the com-
bined efforts of users, technologists, and senior executives, those
that use software and hardware, those that make software and
hardware, and those that manage enterprises that rely on software
and hardware to make the company operate. While technologists
have a responsibility to make secure products, end users have a re-
sponsibility to use those products securely.

A good analogy to this is the automobile. While cars provide indi-
viduals with great benefits, they also can be dangerous. Therefore,
cars come equipped with seatbelts and airbags. However, ulti-
mately, it is the driver’s responsibility to buckle his seatbelt and
know how to operate the vehicle safely. The vehicle must be main-
tained regularly, and when there is a recall notice, the owner has
the responsibility to take the car in for repair. At the same time,
automakers continue to design cars with new and innovative fea-
tures, including new ones oriented to improve safety, and market
them to the consumer.

By promoting user awareness, we are not, as some maintain,
blaming users for cyber vulnerabilities. Instead, it is through
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awareness that we highlight the issue of cyber security, inform peo-
ple what they can do to manage online risks, and, in the process,
create a market of consumers who can intelligently factor security
into their purchasing decisions. By informing users about what
they can do to enhance their cyber security, we will reduce the
number of breaches, mitigate economic losses, and create a market
that demands more secure products.

Moving the market to demand more secure products is an impor-
tant component of enhancing our Nation’s level of cyber security
preparedness. Ultimately, we believe the market is better able to
respond to security challenges than regulations will ever be.
Whereas market forces propel companies to be flexible, innovative,
and customer oriented, regulations are reactive and constrictive. As
companies of all types become more aware of information security
risks and protective steps they can take, we are confident they will
demand more secure products. Companies that recognize this mar-
ket shift and sell products that exploit it will have an advantage
over their competitors. The market remains a powerful vehicle for
increasing cyber security, but before this power is fully realized, we
need to better inform consumers on why cyber security is an issue
that matters to them.

For these reasons, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce is committed
to increasing the awareness of cyber security in the business com-
munity and explaining cyber security in terms that businesses un-
derstand. For too long the issue of cyber security has been talked
about in technological terms, as Larry mentioned. As a result,
many corporate leaders and small business owners view it as a
technology issue that should be solved by technologists. From our
perspective, this is a mistaken perception that must be corrected.

The U.S. Chamber has regularly used our membership publica-
tions, including USChamber.com, to provide tips and guidance to
small business owners, to explain why cyber security is important
to their businesses, and to offer easy to implement advice on how
to better secure their networks. Included with my prepared state-
ment is one such article which appeared in the April edition of our
monthly newsletter.

Mr. Chairman, my prepared statement details activity the Cham-
ber has undertaken to implement the awareness component of the
National Strategy. Given our limited time, I will not go into detail
about these activities. However, as you know, the Chamber co-
chaired the Awareness in Education Group that was created as
part of your Corporate Information Security Working Group, and
we serve as secretariat of the National Cyber Security Summit
Awareness and Outreach Task Force. Both our National Cyber Se-
curity Summit Task Force Report and reports to the CISWG were
submitted with my prepared statement.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for this opportunity. I would be
pleased to answer any questions at the end of this panel you or
anyone else might have. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Howell follows:]
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Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you, Mr. Howell.
Our next witness is Rodney Petersen. Mr. Petersen is policy ana-

lyst with EDUCAUSE, and the project coordinator for the
EDUCAUSE/Internet2 Computer and Network Security Task
Force. EDUCAUSE is a nonprofit association whose mission is to
advance higher education by promoting the intelligent use of infor-
mation technology. Mr. Petersen recently co-edited the book ‘‘Com-
puter and Network Security in Higher Education.’’ He was formerly
the director of IT policy and planning in the office of the vice presi-
dent and chief information officer at the University of Maryland.
In addition, he was the founder of Project Nethics at the University
of Maryland, a group whose mission is to ensure responsible use
of information technology through user education and enforcement
of acceptable use policies.

You are recognized for 5 minutes. Welcome to the subcommittee.
Mr. PETERSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee. I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify today
regarding education and awareness for the cyber citizen. Later in
my testimony, I have a video and some slides I would like to dis-
play, and with your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like them
added to the record.

By holding this hearing today, you signal the importance of edu-
cation and awareness as part of an overall strategy to improve the
cyber security of the Nation. The present challenges of cyber secu-
rity require the establishment of a life-long culture of security from
the cradle to the grave. And to emphasize something you said ear-
lier, Mr. Chairman, in your opening remarks, education and aware-
ness is a necessary but insufficient approach to protecting our Na-
tion’s cyber space.

I am here today, as you said, on behalf of the EDUCAUSE
Internet2 Computer and Network Security Task Force.
EDUCAUSE is a nonprofit association of nearly 2,000 colleges and
universities. Internet2 develops and deploys advanced network ap-
plications and technologies for research and higher education, ac-
celerating tomorrow’s Internet.

EDUCAUSE and Internet2 established a Computer and Network
Security Task Force in July 2000. The Security Task Force is co-
ordinating its efforts on behalf of a diverse group of associations
and types of educational institutions, including research univer-
sities, State colleges and universities, Land-Grant institutions,
independent colleges and community colleges; some 4,000-plus col-
leges and universities across the United States.

The Security Task Force prepared the higher education contribu-
tion to the National Strategy to Secure Cyber Space. And more re-
cently, we participated in the National Cyber Security Summit. I
was a member of the Awareness Task Force that has been pre-
viously referenced, where I served as the co-chair for the Sub-
committee on Schools and Institutions of Higher Education. There-
fore, my testimony today will address education and awareness
from kindergarten through college based upon the findings and rec-
ommendations of that subcommittee.

Colleges and universities have long been interested in supporting
the efforts of elementary and secondary schools to improve aware-
ness of students on issues such as cyber ethics and security. After
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all, life-long habits are formed early, and the better we educate stu-
dents about online safety in the K through 12 setting, the less we
will be required once they arrive to college. Similarly, cyber secu-
rity awareness facilitated by schools and colleges will benefit com-
panies and government agencies that will eventually employ a new
generation of technology-savvy and security conscious workers.

While at the University of Maryland, I was the founder of the
group you previously described, Project NEThics. Every spring, the
university hosts Maryland Day, which so happens to be this coming
weekend, and we invite members of the local community to come
onto the College Park campus for family fun and educational activi-
ties. One year, Project NEThics, in partnership with our Prince
Georges County computer forensics unit, hosted a computer lab
where we invited children and their parents to participate in activi-
ties designed to increase their awareness for online safety. We
talked to parents about the important role of adult supervision and
watching their children’s online activities and wanting to acquaint
parents with the risks and benefits of computer use. And we left
parents with literature, including an online safety pledge provided
by the Center for Missing and Exploited Children.

Project NEThics also works closely at the University of Maryland
with the College of Education to develop seminars for teachers and
school media specialists on cyber ethics and security. This summer,
the university will host a conference entitled ‘‘Cyberethics,
Cybersecurity, and Cybersafety for Professional Educators.’’

The Consortium on School Networking is a national nonprofit or-
ganization whose mission is to advance the K through 12 education
community’s capacity to effectively use technology to improve
learning. COSN is currently working to help superintendents, chief
technology officers of local school districts better integrate effective
security practices into district management, operations, and the
user experience.

And CyberSmart is a nonprofit organization that develops and
provides curricula and training programs for teachers, school ad-
ministrators, and students.

The EDUCAUSE/Internet2 Computer and Network Security
Task Force has been pursing efforts to increase education and
awareness in higher education. To this end, we have developed a
working group that has identified a set of target audiences, among
them including executives, all users relevant to this panel, mem-
bers of the information assurance team, users of business systems,
IT staff, faculty staff, students, and guests. Individuals interact
with technology differently depending on their specific roles or re-
sponsibilities and the educational levels as well as cultural influ-
ences may vary. Therefore, education awareness is often cus-
tomized to meet the target population. For example, at this time
I would like to show you an awareness video developed for students
at the University of Virginia.

Mr. PUTNAM. We have to keep it short.
[Video presentation follows:]
Student. When I go to UVA——
Student. I want to open e-mail attachments from strangers and get a virus.
Student. I want to post obscene messages on the Internet.
Student. Commit fraud using someone else’s online identity.
Student. I want to run a business from my UVA personal Web page.
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Student. I want to share my address and phone number——
Student. My password——
Student. My private fantasies with faceless creeps on the Net.
Student. When I go to UVA——
Student. When I go to UVA, I want to leave my e-mail open so strangers can read

my incoming messages and answer them.
Student. Filing a copy I lost by pirating music and posting it on the Web.
Student. Harass people by sending threatening e-mails or chain letters or porno-

graphic URLs.
Student. I want to hack into government computers and go to Federal prison.

[End of video presentation.]
Mr. PETERSEN. So I think the video underscores the need for

messages that are creative and targeted toward the audience they
are intended to address.

Because of time, I am going to skip over some further slides here
that have examples of posters. But the one that is currently before
you is a campaign where the slogan is ‘‘Passwords are like under-
wear’’ and some of the themes are ‘‘change yours often,’’ ‘‘don’t
leave yours lying around,’’ ‘‘don’t share with a friend,’’ ‘‘the longer
the better,’’ ‘‘be mysterious.’’ And you can get the point that you
have to reach students where they are and humor is a key ingredi-
ent.

Let me just say one thing and then I will conclude by talking
about Cyber Security Day. Several colleges and universities did re-
cently observe the Cyber Security Day, and we expect a number of
campuses to plan activities during the week of October 31st to ob-
serve the next Cyber Security Day.

In conclusion, first, the improvement of cyber security is needed,
and we need to see support both from the public and the private
for what is happening in our schools and institutions of higher edu-
cation. Second, the baseline information that is required of all
users must be kept to a minimum. Third, there should be consist-
ency in the basic awareness messages. And finally, our efforts to
increase awareness and education regarding cyber security must
happen in parallel to the development of more secure technologies.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Petersen follows:]
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Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you, Mr. Petersen.
Our final witness on the second panel is Douglas Sabo. Mr. Sabo

is appearing today in his role as a member of the board of directors
of the National Cyber Security Alliance. He is also the director of
government and community relations for McAfee Security. In that
role, Mr. Sabo addresses domestic and international public policy
issues affecting the company and oversees the company’s corporate
citizenship activities. McAfee Security, headquartered in Santa
Clara, CA, is a leading supplier of security and intrusion protection
solutions for e-businesses. Mr. Sabo also serves as chair of the Se-
curity Working Group of the Business Software Alliance and co-
chair of Department of Commerce’s International Outreach Sub-
committee of the Economic Security Working Group.

You are recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. SABO. Thank you. I am not sure how I am going to followup

a discussion of underwear. [Laughter.]
Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Clay, and

members of the subcommittee. My name is Douglas Sabo. I am a
member of the board of directors of the National Cyber Security Al-
liance and I testify this afternoon on behalf of that organization.
And as you mentioned, Mr. Chairman, I am also director of govern-
ment and community relations for McAfee Security. I join with my
colleagues on this panel in thanking you for your personal leader-
ship on the cyber security issue, both through your series of cyber
security hearings as well as your working groups with industry. I
also commend your staff for being first-rate on all of these issues.

As you have heard others mention, the National Cyber Security
Alliance [NCSA], is a unique partnership among the Federal Gov-
ernment, leading private sector companies, trade associations, and
educational organizations, including all of the organizations testify-
ing here today. Our fundamental purpose is to contribute to our
Nation’s overall cyber security by improving the behaviors of con-
sumers, small businesses, and our youth from kindergarten to
higher ed. And Mr. Chairman, we share your concerns about bom-
barding citizens with too many messages from too many sources.
We hope that our partnership will contribute to avoiding that prob-
lem.

Others have already talked today about the overall challenge and
the important role that these audiences do play. The NCSA strong-
ly agrees with these assessments. And rather than reiterate this
information, I would like to introduce you to initiatives that we
hope will reach our three main audiences. First, for small busi-
nesses, the NCSA is developing cyber security tool kits to discuss
vulnerabilities and threats as well as tips and steps for responding.
These tool kits, which will be available in soft and hard copy, will
include materials, guidebooks, and training programs on the cyber
security essentials. We are in discussions with a number of organi-
zations to develop and distribute these tool kits, including the
Small Business Administration, InfraGard, the ISP community and
others, and we hope to begin distribution by mid-June.

Second, we are focusing on educating our youth on cyber security
practices to make sure the next generation of users is cyber secure.
Through partnering with outside organizations such as EduCalls
and CyberSmart!, we hope to develop and disseminate cyber secu-
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rity curriculum to educators across the country. These materials al-
ready are developed for the K through 8 audience, with 9 through
12 pending. And to reach our youngest audience, the NCSA also
supported a national poster contest in which students were asked
to creatively depict the importance of cyber security. We plan to
hold this contest again this fall.

Finally, I would like to use a couple minutes to focus on the con-
sumer audience. Already the NCSA has launched our flagship Web
site, www.staysafeonline.info, which received over 1 million hits in
its first month alone. This site contains our top 10 cyber security
tips, self-tests, tech talks, and more. In addition, we have held
semi-annual National Cyber Security Days timed with Daylight
Savings Time changes. While these have not been as successful as
we had hoped, we are busy working to relaunch these this fall.

But what the NCSA is most excited about in the consumer area
is what we hope will be the cornerstone of the NCSA effort, a
multi-year national cyber security awareness campaign. This cam-
paign, targeted at home users, will use public service announce-
ments and other creative methods to raise awareness of the cyber
security issue and steps people should take to protect themselves,
and thus all of us. While our efforts certainly will depend on the
resources we are able to raise for this campaign, we hope that our
national cyber security awareness campaign will be on the level of
many of those that I am sure you are familiar with, healthy life-
styles, wildfire prevention, drunk driving prevention, the impor-
tance of voting, drug abuse prevention, and terrorism emergency
preparedness. These broad campaigns have imprinted our culture
with a number of easily recognizable campaign catch phrases, such
as, ‘‘Don’t drink and drive,’’ ‘‘Buckle Up,’’ ‘‘Only you can prevent
wildfires,’’ and ‘‘Take a bite out of crime.’’ Perhaps our effort will
add a new one.

Are public awareness campaigns effective? We certainly believe
they can be. Consider please the results of the Ad Council, a non-
profit organization that uses volunteer talent from the advertising
and communications industries. Applications, for example, for Big
Brothers, Big Sisters mentors increased by 75 percent in the first
8 months of their campaign. Destruction of our forests by wildfires
has been reduced from 22 million acres to less than 4 million acres
per year since their forest fire prevention campaign began. And
safety belt usage rose from 14 percent to 79 percent since their
safety belt campaign launched in 1985, saving an estimated 85,000
lives. With the proper resources, we believe the NCSA national
awareness campaign can achieve the same level of success for cyber
security behavior. It will not be a silver bullet, but together with
all the other NCSA efforts as well broader initiatives to reduce
vulnerabilities, improve security usability, expand R&D, and en-
hanced corporate governance, we can truly make a difference.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I thank you
again for the opportunity to testify today. And I look forward to an-
swering any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sabo follows:]
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Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you, Mr. Sabo. Thank you to all of our wit-
nesses.

We will begin with Mr. Clay’s questions.
Mr. CLAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank you all

for being here today.
Mr. Clinton, we will start with you. What steps can the Federal

Government take to use its procurement power to improve the se-
curity of computer software? Is the Internet security industry able
to agree on some minimal standards for computer security hygiene?
I guess that is a two-part question.

Mr. CLINTON. Thank you, Mr. Clay. We do think that the pro-
curement process is probably the best first step for the Federal
Government to take in terms of establishing benchmarks for appro-
priate security to be included within products that they purchase.
I think what we think is most important about this is that it would
be the Federal Government using its market forces rather than its
regulatory forces to encourage behavior. We think absolutely that
is the model that is going to be most effective is the use of the mar-
ket. During the Corporate Information Security Working Group we
discussed this quite a bit and talked about how if the Federal Gov-
ernment could act as a model through its procurement practices, as
the Department of Energy already has started, that we might be
able to make an awful lot of steps, and that has the effect on the
rest of the market of likely lowering costs, making these sorts of
devices or procedures more accessible to small businesses.

Now the second question, Mr. Clay, was whether or not we could
agree on standards. It kind of depends on what you are talking
about in terms of standards. There is an awful lot of standards ac-
tivity that is already underway. If what you are suggesting is do
we think that the Federal Government should be passing legisla-
tion or regulation mandating standards, we would think that is the
wrong way to go. And let me explain why. It is not so much that
we are opposed to standards. EIA is one of the largest standards
producers in the entire world. It has to do, Mr. Clay, with the na-
ture of the Internet.

The Internet is a 21st century technology. Most of the regulatory
models that we use in the Federal Government now are 18th cen-
tury models. The FCC and the SEC are modelled on the old ICC
which regulated railroads. We are dealing with something that is
entirely different now. We think that for security purposes we need
a much more dynamic manager of the Internet and the only mech-
anism that we can identify that will be dynamic enough to keep up
with the ever-increasing attacks and technologies of the attackers
is to use market forces. So, more creative use of insurance, more
creative use of liability carrots involving marketing for cyber secu-
rity. And there is a range of things that we identified in our incen-
tives group report we think are far more likely to succeed in our
ultimate aim of achieving cyber security than a federally mandated
standard.

Mr. CLAY. Oh, please do not misunderstand the question. I was
just asking could the industry come together and establish the
standards. I never made inference to a Federal law, and that is not
where I am going with that.
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Mr. CLINTON. I appreciate that. And, yes, we are working on that
quite hard.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you for the answer. Mr. Sabo, do you believe
the Federal Government’s commitment to cyber security training
and certification particularly at the systems and network adminis-
trator level is adequate? And how important is training and certifi-
cation to cyber security?

Mr. SABO. Thank you, Ranking Member Clay. The National
Cyber Security Alliance itself does not have a particular position on
those areas. But if I could speak on behalf of myself and the com-
pany that I do work for during the day, I do think, and the organi-
zations that support the NCSA would probably agree, there is sig-
nificant training going on but that there is always more that could
be done. I think we heard from the director of the NCSD previously
about the number of programs that are out there, the scholarship
for service and the other organizations, and I think there is cer-
tainly a lot more to be done. In our purview of the awareness side,
we did talk significantly about awareness for home users. But I
think you could take what we plan to do for home users and also
put that for Federal Government workers, both as users that will
then be going home and using their personal systems probably to
even connect into Federal Government systems, and then also as
employees of the Federal Government. So our awareness efforts
certainly would be useful for that audience as well.

Mr. CLAY. OK. I thank you for that comment. Mr. Chairman, I
think my time is up.

Mr. PUTNAM. You are welcome to continue.
Mr. CLAY. OK. Just one more question for Mr. Petersen. Before

I ask the question, I just want to make you aware that I too am
a University of Maryland graduate. So fear the turtle. [Laughter.]

Mr. PETERSEN. Yes. I was thinking of that earlier when Dewie
was displayed. [Laughter.]

Mr. CLAY. On a serious note, though, is the Congress adequately
funding research and development in the cyber security area? And
what other methods could the Federal Government employ in order
to achieve widespread cyber security?

Mr. PETERSEN. Thank you for your question. I do think you are
on the right path to increasing funding for cyber security research
and development efforts. The university environments are particu-
larly participating in National Science Foundation solicitations,
they currently are reviewing proposals now for a cyber trust solici-
tation. We have been working pretty regularly with the Science
and Technology Directorate of the Department of Homeland Secu-
rity, although I note that in their $1 billion-plus budget only $18
million are devoted to cyber security and many of us think that is
wholly inadequate and perhaps symbolizes that cyber security is
not thought to be the priority that it should be.

Having said that, I think there is more room for funding for
R&D. But I do not want us to forget what we are here about today
and certainly what our group represents, which is securing today’s
Internet. There are not nearly enough Federal Government funds
available to deal with education and awareness of the mass popu-
lace, including kids in schools and higher education, and efforts
needed to secure our current infrastructure.
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Mr. CLAY. Thank you for that response. Mr. Chairman, I yield
back the balance of my time.

Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you, Mr. Clay. Mr. Clinton, one of the key
ingredients to a successful education and awareness campaign is
clarity and credibility of the message. Given your experiences and
knowledge of the work to identify cyber security best practices,
what is the most direct and clear message that can be conveyed to
home users and small businesses?

Mr. CLINTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was thinking of this
when you asked the first panel the question. My answer is a little
different. I support their view that people need to think. But I
think they need to think of their computer in a different sense. My
experience is that most home users tend to think, and I am saying
most home users, not the sophisticates, most home users still think
of their computer like it is a TV set, that you just turn it on and
it provides you things. And that is the wrong way to think of your
computer. I think a better way to think of your computer is like
it is a gifted child; it is something you need to work with, it is
something you need to interact with, and if you treat it well and
protect it and develop it, it can do great things, but if you do not,
it could come back and cause all sorts of tremendous problem. I
think we need to get consumers to think of the technology very,
very differently.

Most of us have become so comfortable with some of the rudi-
mentary elements of the Internet we forget that just a few years
ago e-mail scared us. I remember when I worked for my first Mem-
ber here on Capitol Hill, and I will not say who that was, I had
to show him how to turn on the computer. It was not that long ago.
But I do not think that we have completely kept up with what is
really behind this medium. It looks too easy. So I would say what
we need to do is we need to get people to rethink what it is they
are dealing with. They have to have an active relationship with
their network, not just treat it as a passive appliance.

Mr. PUTNAM. Mr. Howell, your thoughts?
Mr. HOWELL. I agree entirely with Larry. And I would argue that

a computer is also a gold mine which has tremendous potential and
has to be exploited in order to achieve that potential. In one of our
most recent efforts to educate our membership, we were talking to
several of our small companies who had no concept of the fact that
keeping customer information—customer invoices, sales lists, sales
figures, revenue and expense items, their general ledger—on a
computer that was accessible via high speed to the Internet with-
out a firewall and without anti-virus was essentially a security
risk. They just had not thought about their computer that way. I
would agree with Larry, they viewed it as almost an entertainment
vehicle, something there for their pleasure and their ease of use,
and they did not view any of the risks that the sophisticated users
see out there everyday. And it is because, frankly, we have not
done enough to educate people about the threats that are facing
them and, at the same time, make action to mitigate those threats
possible.

Mr. PUTNAM. What is the appropriate role for the hardware and
software vending community, not only to provide more secure and
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higher quality products, but also to educate their consumers about
basic cyber security practices?

Mr. HOWELL. I think that all three parts of this triangle, the
hardware and software vendors as well as the user community,
must do much more collaboratively to talk about risks,
vulnerabilities, and mitigation of risk and vulnerabilities. Among
large enterprises you are seeing much more collaboration on all
three sides of that. But it has taken a long time to develop and a
lot of those things develop based on trust and years of working
with one another and the information technology industry is rel-
atively young. At the same time, I think that we are seeing more
medium-size enterprises catch up and do some of this. And the
challenge therefore remains the small enterprise community. And
as Larry mentioned, that was quickly viewed within our Corporate
Information Security Working Group as an area where there is no
targeted information on risk mitigation and what the real threats
are. So I think it is a multifaceted process depending on what par-
ticular market you are looking at—the large enterprise market, I
think it is a collaborative process; medium-size enterprises, I think
they are moving toward that collaboration; small enterprises, it is
still very much awareness and education oriented.

Mr. PUTNAM. Mr. Petersen, your thoughts on that?
Mr. PETERSEN. Your question about hardware and software re-

minded me of a story over the Christmas holidays. I had a friend
who subscribed for the first time to Comcast cable and when he
went to the local shopping mall he got a CD and the installation
instructions and he came home and installed it and within a mat-
ter of seconds he got the Blaster worm. And in trying to help my
friend troubleshoot the problem, the first thing that occurred to me
is how come Comcast cable is not distributing information to its
customers about the threats that currently existed at that point in
time, that when you move from being off-line to broadband you bet-
ter make sure your operating system is up to date, and, by the
way, here is a CD that can provide you the latest patches and the
latest anti-virus stuff. So I think absolutely there is a role for hard-
ware and software and other service providers to play in providing
consumers with educational and awareness materials.

Second, if you think about our parents and students who are
buying computers for their children, think if they open that com-
puter box and there is a label that said, you know, ‘‘Tear this off
and be aware, if you do not do X, Y, and Z, you could lose your
data and all the important work that you put into this machine.’’
I do believe that, aside from our role in educating and making
users aware, hardware and software vendors could help.

Mr. PUTNAM. Mr. Sabo, do you want to add anything to that?
Mr. SABO. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do think there is sig-

nificant information out there from the software/hardware vendors
and the ISP community. But I think there is a fundamental re-
search need that we all could perhaps support in looking at user
behavior, benchmarks, metrics, in order to understand how we
reach these users, what are the best messages—and I do not think
there is a one size fits all message for security; I think what will
motivate users will vary greatly among them; fundamental re-
search in where to reach them, to what sites to go, what places in
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the real world and the virtual world to place these messages’ and
then fundamental research in who to reach, who are these ‘‘users.’’
I think a number of studies have shown that a majority of home
users who are doing a lot of the financial transactions in house-
holds are the women in the households. I think that would impact
therefore where we deliver these messages, what types of Web
sites, what types of media that perhaps our awareness campaign
will target. So I think there is a lot of information that is out there
but, exactly as you said in your opening statement, perhaps we run
the risk of having too much and we may need to really think about
where are the best places to go and to put this information.

Mr. PUTNAM. That is a perfect segue into my next question. You
have heard the FTC testify about the turtle, you have Stay Safe
On Line, there are a number of other approaches to increasing
awareness. Is that type of symphony of approaches helpful in that
you are hitting different pieces of the audiences, or do you believe
that there should be a more centralized message, centralized
theme, centralized Web site for people to go for information on be-
coming more secure?

Mr. SABO. I definitely agree that we are in a period of ‘‘let a
thousand flowers bloom.’’ And perhaps in a way we have become
victims of our own success, that we have talked about the impor-
tant need for all these awareness efforts and we are starting to get
them. And I think behind scenes we are also seeing a lot more ef-
fort to do the centralization, but centralization of the organization
behind it. So you have the folks who are running these talking to
each other much more. And I think there is a lot of room for im-
provement in that area. We certainly would commit ourselves to
being part of any effort that would help with that. I do think, at
the end of the day, each set of users are going to respond to dif-
ferent types of messages in different media.

Mr. PUTNAM. Mr. Petersen.
Mr. PETERSEN. I share your concern but I think we are headed

in the right direction. I know even EDUCAUSE has more recently
become a sponsor of the Alliance. We are working closely with the
FTC. And when we look at our colleges and university environ-
ments, many of them, like Florida State University, Florida, Uni-
versity of Maryland, are large enterprises. So whatever messages
we might be targeting toward large businesses probably apply to
our large colleges and universities. Many of them are small colleges
and community colleges and the small business environment mes-
sages are the same.

One of the things we have worked hard with the Alliance on is
when you take their top 10 cyber tips, those should be the same
top 10 cyber tips that all of our users hear about, our students, fac-
ulty, staff. So rather than us starting from scratch or writing our
own messages, we are working hard to make sure their messages
get put into the appropriate language so that we can use them and
convey a consistent message.

Mr. PUTNAM. Mr. Clinton, do you want to add something to that?
Mr. CLINTON. I would agree that the messages should be consoli-

dated. But I do want to caution that there is a problem if we think
we have the right answer and so all we have to do is go out and
make everybody understand the right answer. We have published
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two best practices that we are very proud of and that got endorsed
by a lot of people and we thought they were great. And we took
our best practices to the small business guys and they said, ‘‘What
are you talking about? We do not understand this. No small busi-
ness guy would ever read this stuff.’’ But the technologist people
think, hey, this is the right message. And we found out by doing
the market research it was not the right message.

So I think that there needs to be some consolidation with regard
to messages, that we should not have conflicting messages, for
sure. But I do not think we do. I would agree with the rest of the
panel that I think we are moving in the right direction. But the
way messages are presented need to be targeted differently to dif-
ferent audiences. We represent small companies and we represent
enormous companies and they deal with these issues very, very dif-
ferently. I think that the approach that we need to take is a mar-
ket-centered approach. We need to go out to each target market.
And small business may not be a target market. Small business
may be an enormous market that needs to be much better seg-
mented within that market in order to better appreciate these peo-
ple. There are small technology companies and there are small
marketing companies, and you talk to these guys in different ways.

So I do not think it is quite as simple as saying we have the mes-
sage, all we have to do is get it out. I think that we have a lot of
the right ideas but I think we need to continue to work on it and
we need to involve the users, we need to involve the target audi-
ences much more in developing the messages. And I think we are
just at the beginning of that process.

Mr. PUTNAM. Mr. Howell.
Mr. HOWELL. I would agree. But I would just add one thing, and

that is, you also have to look at the messenger and the affinity of
the desired market to that messenger. Different organizations have
different affinity with different type and sizes of organizations and
companies. And agreed, having the same set or a similar set of
messages is essential. But one organization that may be the best
messenger might have absolutely no affinity with or relation to the
target market, and therefore, if one were to follow our principles
of not opening e-mails, for example, from an unknown sender, that
e-mail would get deleted because there is no affinity to that sender.
So that is the only other issue I would add here.

And at the same time, I think the National Cyber Security Sum-
mit, held last December and an ongoing vehicle, as well as NCSA,
both have been fantastic vehicles, joining with your Information Se-
curity Working Group, in aggregating organizations that have been
working just in an area of awareness alone to sit down at a table,
think about how they can multiply or take advantage of their ef-
forts and reduce waste and enhance efficiency and increase aware-
ness. It has been tremendous. Every week, for example, since we
started participating in your group we have been approached by at
least one other association who wants to join in what we are trying
to do on education and awareness. That has been one of the most
rewarding things we have seen so far in all the education and
awareness efforts.

Mr. PUTNAM. And finally, do you all believe that this issue has
risen to the boardroom, to the C-level executives? All the talk about
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worms and viruses and exploits, some attention through Sarbanes-
Oxley and Section 404, are top level executives finally treating
cyber security as a business risk? We will begin with Mr. Sabo and
work down the table.

Mr. SABO. Thank you. I think today, compared to 2, even 3 years
ago, we have come a significant way in getting the attention to that
level. But I think there is certainly a lot more in the corporate gov-
ernance side between the work that the Cyber Security Summit
Working Group as well as your own has done is significant and the
word needs to get out now. And that is I think the stage we are
at.

Mr. PETERSEN. I would say no. In the college and university envi-
ronment, we have a long way to go particularly at the president
level and the board level. In fact, I would say that is one of the
reasons why in my first bullet I said we need support from the pri-
vate and government sector. It was not just referring to financial
support. Many people in government and certainly part of corpora-
tions sit on college and university boards, and I am hoping the
awareness that is being created within industry and government
will translate to board members going to those board meetings and
saying what are you doing about information security on your cam-
pus, why have we not talked about it in the context of governance.
And I think the same message needs to be carried forward to our
presidents and chancellors and other executive leaders. We are cer-
tainly doing our part as our task force to raise awareness, but I
think we could use the assistance and support of other executives.

Mr. PUTNAM. Mr. Howell.
Mr. HOWELL. One of the recommendations that we made within

our National Cyber Security Summit Large Enterprises Working
Group was that our ad hoc coalition come together with DHS and
we recommended a series of forums across the country with senior
DHS officials and CEOs to discuss information security and cor-
porate governance. And we hope that DHS will take up that rec-
ommendation because we believe that it is essential. I would agree
with Doug, we have made progress. But I think much more re-
mains to be done. At the same time, we need to move forward with
a collaborative approach with a framework similar to what the Cor-
porate Governance Task Force of the National Cyber Security Sum-
mit came out with recently. That is a great starting point, one of
many materials that are out there. And moving forward with im-
plementation of all of these documents is, I think, an essential next
step.

Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you. Mr. Clinton.
Mr. CLINTON. I would have to say that we have maybe taken the

first steps in this direction. But, no, Mr. Chairman, we have not
at all reached the summit of the CEOs and the COOs. Just a cou-
ple of facts. I heard the first panel talk about how they were under
the impression that Graham-Leach-Bliley, Sarbanes-Oxley may
have increased awareness, and perhaps it has increased awareness
some. But the fact is, Mr. Chairman, that the number of incidents
last year and again early this year are going through the roof. The
amount of money that is being lost is going through the roof. So
if there is some increased awareness, it is not enough.
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Another fact. The most recent study that I have seen on this,
done by CSO magazine, indicated that most corporations they rec-
ommended should be increasing their IT cyber security budget by
approximately 33 percent. They went back and looked at how many
corporations had done that. They found that only 22 percent of the
corporations had increased it, and only 7 percent of the corpora-
tions had increased it the amount that was required. So we are a
long way away.

Mr. Chairman, this I think goes back into the conversation we
just had on your last question, finding the right messages for this
particular target audience, COOs, CEOs. I do not want to cast any
aspersions on the CEOs and COOs who fund, frankly, my organiza-
tion, but the fact of the matter is, Mr. Chairman, they are not
going to do this because it is in the national interest. We need to
find messages that speak to their corporate interest. We need to
find issues that speak to the corporate interest. We need to do a
better job demonstrating the return on investment to good cyber se-
curity. We need to do a better job of providing the sort of incentives
that level of corporate executive pays attention to—lower business
costs, less liability exposure. Those are the sorts of things that are
talked about in CEO board rooms and CEO discussions. And we
have not done that yet. I think that there is a tremendous amount
that we have not yet gotten to in the public-private partnership in
that area that lays still before us. And we are enthusiastic about
working with the Congress in those areas. But we are just at the
first couple steps, in my opinion, sir.

Mr. PUTNAM. Thank you, Mr. Clinton, particularly for your can-
dor. We assume that is not going to be the punch-out quote in your
monthly newsletter to your members.

Mr. CLINTON. No, sir. I am going to use your opening statement
as our punch-out quote.

Mr. PUTNAM. I want to thank all of our witnesses for your efforts
in this important arena. I know that your work continues to help
our cyber citizens enjoy the benefits of the Internet in a safe and
secure manner. I also want to thank Mr. Clay for his participation
today. In the event that there are additional questions that we did
not get to today, the record will remain open for 2 weeks for sub-
mitted questions and answers.

With that, the subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:07 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene at the call of the Chair.]
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